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- Poll the alarms LOAD THRESHOLD EXCEDEED generated by the CERN NMS 

Wait for link saturation alarms
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Identify the prefixes routed via the alarmed interface

- Find the IP of the next hop:

BORDER-ROUTER> show interfaces irb.3530 terse           
Interface               Admin Link Proto    Local                 Remote
irb.3530                up    up   inet     172.24.18.9/30  
                                   inet6    2001:1458:302:38::1/64

- Find the routed prefixes:

BORDER-ROUTER> show route next-hop 2001:1458:302:38::2   

2a00:139c::/45     *[BGP/170] 2d 23:16:51, MED 10, localpref 100
                      AS path: 58069 I, validation-state: unverified
                    >  to 2001:1458:302:38::2 via irb.3530

Identify the prefixes routed via the interface
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- Lookup routed prefixes in CRIC 
to identify the destination 
site

This action also confirms that the 
alarm is  related to a 
LHCOPN/ONE link

Find the corresponding site in CRIC
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- Get confirmation that it is a FTS transfer that is causing the congestion

Look for FTS transfers in FTS Monit
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- Compile a NOTED configuration to monitor and estimate the duration of the 
overloading transfers

- Launch NOTED to manage network corrective actions for the overloaded link
- Publish the NOTED actions in Monit Grafana

Compile NOTED configuration and run it

https://monit-grafana.cern.ch/d/hOij3uC4z/noted-alarms?orgId=14&refresh=1m
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Decision-making: NOTED has started and it is looking for FTS transfers to potentially 
execute an action or not

Running: NOTED is running but there are no transfers in FTS so NOTED is waiting and 
running until the link-saturation alarm is cleared.

Monitoring: NOTED is running and there are on-going FTS transfers, but they are 
below the defined bandwidth threshold that we stablish

Action:  NOTED is running and has triggered a SDN action to provide more bandwidth

Stopped: NOTED has stopped because there are no transfers in FTS and the link-
saturation alarm has cleared

NOTED actions
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NOTED actions
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Workflow Wait for Load Alarm

Is it LHCOPN/ONE?

Find routed prefixes on router

Find corresponding sites in CRIC

Verify there is a large FTS transfer

NOTED takes SDN actions

Generate NOTED config

No

Yes
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- Implemented for LHCOPN links

- Working on version for LHCONE links (more complex because of 
many possible destinations on the same link)

- Dry-run during DC24 (unless there is the real possibility to relief 
heavily congested links)

Plan



Questions?

edoardo.martelli@cern.ch 
carmen.misa@cern.ch
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